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Introduction 

The Iowa State University Foundation has 

developed this identity manual and style guide 

for the purpose of maintaining a strong and 

consistent identity. These standards ensure that 

our donors, alumni and the public receive a clear 

and consistent message about the quality and 

professionalism of the foundation.

How to Obtain Nameplate or Wordmarks / 
For More Information 

The Iowa State University Foundation nameplate, 

Give Forward and Moving Students Forward 

wordmarks are available in file formats for use 

in commercial printing, desktop publishing, 

electronic presentations and Web communication.  

 

For more information, please contact:

Ryan Peterson 

director of creative services 

294-8999 / rpeterson@foundation.iastate.edu

Valerie Jansen 

project manager – communications 

294-6156 / vjansen@foundation.iastate.edu

A PDF of this manual can be found online at: 

www.foundation.iastate.edu/IDmanual
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Iowa State University Foundation 
Nameplate 

The Iowa State University Foundation nameplate 

serves as the primary visual identity mark on all 

materials. The nameplate will continue to be used 

during the public phase of a campaign.

Give Forward Wordmark 

Give Forward is the chosen tagline for the 

foundation. It appears as a secondary wordmark 

and is used primarily for promotional and 

advertising materials. The Give Forward wordmark 

creates a visual manifestation of the foundation 

brand that can then be leveraged across all 

fundraising efforts.

The Give Forward wordmark was designed using 

a combination of font variations. Specific attention 

was given to letter spacing and presentation –  

for print as well as electronic communications –  

therefore, the font has been modified. This 

modification means the mark is no longer a font 

but a graphic element, and must remain as such to 

ensure its integrity.
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Size and Space Requirements 

In order to maintain quality and uniformity, 

the official foundation nameplate and the Give 

Forward wordmark must be reproduced using 

the following criteria. 

Clear Space 

The nameplate and wordmark should always have 

adequate clear space on all sides that is free of 

words or other graphics to ensure it has a distinct 

visual impact. A minimum of 1x of clear space 

should be left, with the x equal to the height of the 

lines of text “Iowa State UnIverSIty” and “give.” 

Minimum Reproduction 

In print applications, the foundation nameplate 

should never be smaller than 1/4 inch high. The 

Give Forward wordmark should never be smaller 

than 1/8 inch high.

 

In Web applications, the nameplate should never 

be smaller than 118 pixels wide as measured from 

the beginning of the “I” in Iowa to the end of the 

“y” in University and scaled proportionately. 

 

¼ inch minimum

1/8 inch minimum

=1x

xx

x

x

=1x

xx

x

x

Give Forward Usage 

When to use the Give Forward wordmark 

The wordmark is intended to create a first impression 

of the foundation and the philanthropic activities 

associated with the foundation and the university. 

It is used primarily for and by the foundation and 

can be used on the following: 

n the home page of the foundation website 

n printed and electronic fundraising 

n print, broadcast or outdoor advertising 

n business cards 

n event announcements and invitations hosted 

by the foundation 

n stationery suite

Editorial 

The words, Give Forward, may be written as 

part of body text promoting philanthropy at Iowa 

State. As part of text it should not be given special 

text treatment, e.g.: be capitalized or italicized. 

One should not attempt to typeset the wordmark 

or mimic the established style in running copy.
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Color Palette

The foundation’s color palette (color options) 

is consistent with that of the university. The 

foundation utilizes the Pantone® 186 red, 

Pantone® 142 gold, and black for most materials. 

Additional colors from the primary and secondary 

Iowa State color palettes will be integrated when 

publications require expanded color variation. 

More information about the Iowa State color 

palette can be found at www2.marketing.iastate.

edu/identity.

C = 0
M = 100
Y = 81
K = 4

C = 0
M = 28
Y = 76
K = 0

C = 0
M = 0
Y = 0
K = 100

CMYK  
The four-color process version of the nameplate 
and wordmark can be used for digital/laser 
printing or when printing restrictions prohibit the 
use of spot colors. 

Pantone® 186 Pantone® 142 Black

Spot Pantone® Matching System  
Spot colors provide the truest presentation of the 
foundation’s color palette.

R = 206
G = 17
B = 38
#CC0000

R = 242
G = 191
B = 73
#FFCC66

R = 0
G = 0
B = 0
#000000

RGB/Web Colors  
The RGB version of the nameplate and  
wordmark should only be used for Web and 
electronic applications. 

Pantone® 
Warm Gray 2

Pantone® 
Warm Gray 5

Pantone® 
Warm Gray 9

Secondary Colors  
These colors are not part of the Iowa State 
University color palette, but are acceptable for 
use in foundation publications. 
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Typography

Any variation of the fonts ITC Berkeley Oldstyle 

and Univers may be used for foundation 

publications. Berkeley Book is preferred for body 

copy. Univers is used primarily for headlines.

 

Berkeley Book

Berkeley Book Italic

Berkeley Medium

Berkeley Italic

Berkeley Bold

Berkeley Bold Italic

Berkeley Black

Berkeley Black Italic

Univers 45 Light

Univers 45 Oblique

Univers 55 Roman

Univers 55 Oblique

Univers 65 Bold

Univers 65 Oblique

Univers 75 Black

Univers 75 Oblique

 
Display Faces

The following fonts are used for display purposes 

only in foundation publications. 

Unicustom

Ziggurat Black
Ziggurat Black Italic
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Acceptable Variations:

BLACK

REVERSE 

boxes for demonstration only

STACKED 

for online icons and narrow formats

ISUF Nameplate Variations 

The Iowa State University Foundation nameplate 

is one color: red or black. No other colors or 

combinations of colors are acceptable. 

Primary Nameplate:
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Reverse 

The nameplate and wordmark can be reversed out 

of dark, solid backgrounds when the red version 

would not be appropriate. It is not appropriate  

to create a color box and place the nameplate in 

that box. Boxes are for demonstration only. 

Black 

In most cases the black version of the nameplate 

and wordmark should be used only for black and 

white/greyscale printing applications or when the 

reversed nameplate would not be appropriate.

Acceptable Variations:

ALL RED BLACK

REVERSE REVERSE  
with yellow forward

REVERSE  
with yellow arrow

Give Forward Wordmark Variations 

Red (PMS186) and Yellow (PMS142) are used 

to display the Give Forward wordmark. The 

preferred wordmark uses yellow in the arrow 

symbol which dots the “i”.

Primary Wordmark:

boxes for demonstration only on all examples
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Incorrect Usage of Iowa State University 
Foundation Marks 

The foundation nameplate is a stand-alone design 

element and must appear separate from other 

elements in all applications. It must not be redrawn, 

reproportioned or modified in any way. It may be 

proportionally resized. It is imperative that no words 

or images crowd, overlap or merge with it and that it 

not be placed on a photo or design that obscures  

the words. 

DO NOT use a low resolution 
reproduction or print the web version.

DO NOT stretch or alter the  
proportions in any way.

DO NOT place inside a  
box, rotate or tilt.

DO NOT combine with  
additional elements.

DO NOT attempt to recreate  
a foundation mark with type.

Iowa State UnIverSIty
F OUNDAT I ON

DO NOT add text to a foundation mark.

Gift Planning

DO NOT substitute another color.

DO NOT place a drop shadow  
behind a foundation mark.

DO NOT combine foundation marks.

DO NOT rearrange a foundation mark.

DO NOT fill with a texture,  
pattern, or photo.

DO NOT use a foundation mark  
in outline form.
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Incorrect Usage of Give Forward 
Wordmark 

The Give Forward wordmark should not be linked 

as one with the foundation nameplate or the 

address block. It should not be given more visual 

prominence than the foundation nameplate. 

However, it is not a stand-alone visual and it 

should not be used to replace the nameplate or 

appear on a piece without the foundation 

nameplate. It must be used in combination with 

the foundation nameplate (not an Iowa State or 

Iowa State unit’s nameplate). 

Never use the Give Forward wordmark as the title 

of a publication or as the predominant feature or 

headline on any page, although it may be used as 

the predominant feature on banners and displays.

DO NOT use Give Forward as the title of a  
publication or as the predominant feature or headline  

on any page as it is not a standalone visual.

Cium escite nis es enihit quatus dis 

ea sit illenimaio quaturiaecum ra 

dolestibus aceaque odi velluptas dis 

accus vel inverum quid mollate per-

ruptae corpos et que et ut veleseque 

volorepedio core.

Sunti sim exceptam, te la a nianis volut 

dolest vel in comnihit adit voluptatum 

ipiduciis verernatem que cullicit peri-

orepe consequ aturia non nis corerum 

fugit dererit voluptur aspist, sinctur 

aut ium natur rerem res accusa vendips 

andem. Pudit doluptatio. 

Alibus ellut parum ea comniae nus 

inumqui volorempe sus magnis nossi 

rehenis reperit empore cum quiasi oditia 

quis plibusdae nossit lam, occuptatur 

ad et porectem idebis earum facitat 

aligendae nonsequi te volorehent, qui 

accaboreped ut accus quo totaes dolo-

ribus eos del et harum es ex ereicitaque 

nusapiendit, se cor reius mi, il illorerist, 

custrum haruntio.

DO NOT give the wordmark more visual  
prominence than the foundation nameplate.

Cium escite nis es enihit quatus dis 

ea sit illenimaio quaturiaecum ra 

dolestibus aceaque odi velluptas dis 

accus vel inverum quid mollate per-

ruptae corpos et que et ut veleseque 

volorepedio core.

Sunti sim exceptam, te la a nianis volut 

dolest vel in comnihit adit voluptatum 

ipiduciis verernatem que cullicit peri-

orepe consequ aturia non nis corerum 

fugit dererit voluptur aspist, sinctur 

aut ium natur rerem res accusa vendips 

andem. Pudit doluptatio. 

Alibus ellut parum ea comniae nus 

inumqui volorempe sus magnis nossi 

rehenis reperit empore cum quiasi oditia 

quis plibusdae nossit lam, occuptatur 

ad et porectem idebis earum facitat 

aligendae nonsequi te volorehent, qui 

accaboreped ut accus quo totaes dolo-

ribus eos del et harum es ex ereicitaque 

nusapiendit, se cor reius mi, il illorerist, 

custrum haruntio.

DO NOT link the wordmark to the nameplate.

DO NOT link the wordmark to the address block. 

2505 University Boulevard | P.O. Box 2230 | Ames, Iowa 50010-2230

phone 515.294.4607 | toll free 866.419.6768 | fax 515.294.6521

www.foundation.iastate.edu
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Foundation Stationery System 

Stationery items are an important part of the  

foundation visual identity system. A coordinated 

system of stationery, including letterhead, envelopes, 

business cards and other materials help project 

a strong, unified image. Consistency in design, 

use of color and typestyle is essential. Letterhead 

is intended to be used for formal letters from 

the foundation. All new materials or products 

that feature foundation marks should be created 

in consultation with the Iowa State University 

Foundation’s communications department. 

The stationery suite, letterhead, business cards, 

envelopes and other identity materials are 

coordinated centrally. Any additional or new items 

should be requested through human resources 

(Deb Hanson). 

The examples shown here represent the approved 

stationary suite for the foundation. The stationary 

is printed on Neenah Classic Crest Solar White.

Foundation Stationery Suite 

n Letterhead (central and each constituent unit)

n Letterhead for Order of the Knoll

n Envelopes 

n Mailing labels

n Notecards 

n Notepads

n Business cards

n Personalized notecards

2505 University Boulevard | P.O. Box 2230 | Ames, Iowa 50010-2230

phone 515.294.4607 | toll free 866.419.6768 | fax 515.294.6521

www.foundation.iastate.edu

Month 1, 2011

XXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXX

Dear Loren Ipsum,

Liquostius qui cuptati isimi, unt dolest, sincian tiustis inimus sunt eveligende delest, volorer issitae 
porio ius, oditas ad mod magnimus ea volest eation con exerro officium nus. Am fugit as magniendam, 
sit, estiumque dolupta evenimo ditatin imaximuscia volescit liam fugitat labo. Nequiate adipsa siminit 
et lati que ante dolorrum que cor ratiande intur resciendis sima saperum nim est et aut officiis is etum 
consequam et moluptatessi delecum expero inis volutem rem ius nusam, ut omnihil isto vita dolorep 
eliciat issimet fuga. Itatur aborest, te officidusam volupta eribusa pereperunte voluptatemos porehend-
est utem.

Site la dolor rectur, ut rem laut vendae rem voluptas rescidi audae simpore mpossit omnim vella peliqui 
nest, sitatiuntis ab is dem re eum quia et rat aperero vitinit exces ea quia doluptae paritatemque pres 
etur Ut ut expellit dolupta sperepuda as di tem dolenis et quodi officae. Nam quas et magnis apicil iunt 
in re, accupta tumendi taspienihic totas ini ratem et volorec atiur, natur molupta voluptatiur seque nes 
autem et hictiorpos res volorum inctas esto tecatem rero earcien ihiliqui consed maxime di voluptioste 
dolupti isciis aut laccate eum rehenducitem lam que nonet et et et, vid mi, torehen delle.

Idebis dolut qui blabor ate ius as sam, imusam laborerrum vid maximust facilignia si reserio ist quis 
venimin ne veliqui dolum reperferis et omnim adicatiis sus ex explignima cori te volores volupta ipsam 
hilit esti tectur aut hitem. Duciis porem vel is erum que volorepudit late nonsed modis as quis sundus.

Sincerely yours,

Ipsum Dolor 
Title

2505 University Boulevard | P.O. Box 2230

Ames, Iowa 50010-2230John Doe
Vice President of Development Outreach

College of Engineering

johndoe@foundation.iastate.edu
2505 University Boulevard
P.O. Box 2230 | Ames, Iowa 50010

phone 515.294.1234
toll free 866.419.6768
fax 515.294.7550

www.foundation.iastate.edu

Always set type using:

n 1” margin on all sides

n Berkeley Book or Times New Roman 

n Left alignment 

n 12 pt type
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Order of the Knoll Logos

The Order of the Knoll is Iowa State University’s 

most prestigious donor recognition society. The 

Order of the Knoll logo is a visual identity mark 

used when communicating about the Order of the 

Knoll or to Order of the Knoll members. It is used 

primarily by the foundation and in conjunction 

with the foundation nameplate. 

Acceptable Variations:

RED ONE LINE RED TOWER

Primary Logo:

RED STACKED BLACK STACKED

BLACK ONE LINE BLACK TOWER

REVERSE ONE LINE 

boxes for demonstration only on all examples
REVERSE STACKED
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Moving Students Forward Initiative 
Wordmark

Moving Students Forward is a five-year initiative 

to raise $150 million for scholarships and other 

student support. A short term identity has been 

developed to represent the initiative. The word 

mark has been developed using Berkeley and 

Univers. Do not attempt to recreate it. Contact  

foundation communications if you have a need 

to use this wordmark. When mentioning Moving 

Students Forward in body copy, the name of the 

initiative must be italicized.  

 

Primary word mark:

Acceptable Variations:

ONE COLOR RED

ONE COLOR RED

REVERSED 2 COLOR 

boxes for demonstration only
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Iowa State University Identity Marks 

Iowa State University benefits from public 

recognition of its names, symbols, logos and other  

identifying marks. If properly used and managed, 

these marks give a unifying look, which is 

critical to establishing a visual presence within 

the world of university communities. This look 

becomes identified with the quality of Iowa State’s 

programs, products and services and distinguishes 

its programs from other universities.

University Seal 

The university seal is the formal identifier of Iowa 

State University and its use is reserved for official 

documents from the office of the president. These 

may include official invitations from the office of 

the president, certificates including the president’s 

signature, and other communications and awards 

associated with the office of the president.

Athletics 

The athletic “I-State” was developed for use by Iowa 

State’s varsity athletics teams and the department 

of athletics. This logo is not interchangeable 

with the university nameplate and is not used 

to represent nonathletic programs. It should 

only be used by university departments – and 

the foundation – in occasional instances when a 

communication or solicitation is created for Iowa 

State Athletics or in connection with an athletic 

event or an athletic-themed event. The I-State logo 

is always kept at a distance from the university 

and foundation nameplates so as not to appear that 

I-State is the general university’s logo.

For more information regarding Iowa  

State University marks please contact: 

Trademark Licensing Office 
Iowa State University 
1350 Beardshear Hall 
Ames, IA 50011-2038 
515-294-4402 
www.trademark.iastate.edu 
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It is important for the Iowa State University 

Foundation to communicate with its many 

constituents with consistency and clarity. 

Language, punctuation and grammar should be 

consistent across the organization. The Iowa State 

Foundation and the university follow Associated 

Press style. For spelling, style and usage questions 

not covered in the AP Stylebook or the foundation 

style guide, consult Webster’s New World College 

Dictionary, Fifth Edition.

The Iowa State University Foundation Style Guide 

includes entries in which the foundation has 

determined it will not follow AP style and items 

not addressed by AP. Please note that AP style 

does not italicize. Italics are used in the AP 

Stylebook and the foundation style guide entries to 

highlight examples of correct and incorrect usage, 

not to indicate a use of italics.

Academic Term 

fall semester, spring semester, summer session – 

these are not capitalized.

Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Acronyms are used a great deal throughout the 

university, but are often confusing to external 

readers. Preference is to use generic terms on 

second reference, such as the program, the center, 

etc. Do not follow the full name of an organization 

or program with an abbreviation or acronym in 

parentheses or set off by dashes. If an acronym 

would not be clear on second reference, don’t use it. 

 n The Institute for Physical Research and   

  Technology is a network of scientific research  

  centers. 

 n The institute helps develop Iowa’s economy  

  through research. 

Alumni Association

Use Iowa State University Alumni Association on 

first reference. In subsequent references it is 

acceptable to use alumni association or ISU 

Alumni Association.

Big 12 Conference

Refer to the conference in writing initially as Big 

12 Conference and thereafter, Big 12.

Bio 

The use of bio, in general, does not need a hyphen 

(biorenewables, biofuels, bioterrorism). Consult 

Webster’s Dictionary if unsure of spelling.

Board of Directors

Always lowercase.  

 n The Iowa State University Foundation has a  

  board of directors.  

 n The board of directors will vote on the issue.  

 n Judy Smith is a member of the board of   

  directors.  

The term board of directors is descriptive and 

therefore does not require use of possessive 

apostrophes.

 n The board of directors meetings will be held  

  on Monday.

 n The Iowa State Foundation board of directors  

  agenda.

Iowa State University Foundation Writing Style Guide
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Board of Regents

Proper name is Board of Regents, State of Iowa (a 

comma follows Iowa when name appears within a 

sentence). On second reference it is acceptable to 

use board of regents. 

 n The Board of Regents, State of Iowa, meets   

  next week in Des Moines. 

 n The statement applies to all regents universities. 

 

The term board of regents is primarily descriptive 

and therefore does not require use of possessive 

apostrophes in most cases.

 n Board of Regents, State of Iowa, policy states  

  that universities must request approval 

  to proceed.

Building and Space Names

Use the full name for all campus buildings/rooms/

spaces/laboratories, etc., capitalizing the proper 

names in the titles, including the word “building” 

if it is part of the proper name. Formal named 

spaces can be found in ONE in the stewardship 

module.  

 

Campaign/Initiative Titles (does not follow AP 

style guidelines)

When the title of the campaign/initiative, such 

as Moving Students Forward appears in the body 

copy (written or electronic), it should be 

italicized in the font being used. If there is an 

approved shortened version of the title, on second 

reference, it may be shortened, but still italicized. 

The campaign name does not need to be italicized 

in headings or subheadings. The title can not be 

used as “language” in a sentence, such as “your 

gifts are moving students forward” to keep the 

integrity of the brand.

Campus Art

All campus art should be identified in all 

mediums, print, video, Web, etc. as follows:

“Title of Work,” year

Artist (nationality, year of birth-death)

Name of Iowa State Collection, Iowa State 

University

 n “Fountain of Four Seasons,” 1941

  Christian Petersen (Danish-American, 1885-1961)

  Christian Petersen Art Collection, Iowa State  

  University

Course Titles

Capitalize only the proper nouns in titles of college 

courses, such as English, Spanish or American.

 n elementary Spanish I

 n Chinese civilization

 n high school algebra

Dashes (does not follow AP style guidelines)

Always use an en dash (not a hyphen) and follow 

these guidelines:

ABRUPT CHANGE: Use dashes to denote an 

abrupt change in thought in a sentence or an 

emphatic pause: Through her long reign, the queen 

and her family have adapted – usually skillfully – to 

the changing taste of the time. But avoid overuse of 

dashes to set off phrases when commas would 

suffice. 

SERIES WITHIN A PHRASE: When a phrase that 

otherwise would be set off by commas contains a 

series of words that must be separated by commas, 

use dashes to set off the full phrase: He listed the 

qualities – intelligence, humor, conservatism, 

independence – that he liked in an executive.

 

WITH SPACES: Put a space on both sides of a dash 

in all uses except the start of a paragraph and 

sports agate summaries.
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Doctor

Doctor or the abbreviation Dr. should be reserved 

for those holding medical (human and animal) 

degrees. Because it is most commonly associated 

with medicine, doctor or the abbreviation should 

not be used to identify those who hold other types 

of doctoral degrees, including faculty.

While often referred to verbally as “Dr. Leath,”  

President Leath should be used in all written 

materials. 

Foundation usage note:  

If a donor has a doctoral degree that is not a 

medical degree, but requests to be recognized with 

Dr., we will follow this request. If a faculty 

member has a doctoral degree that is not a medical 

degree we will allow this request on personal 

communications, for example, a thank-you letter, 

an annual report that goes only to a donor, etc. The 

AP style will be followed for faculty titles in 

publications such as Forward magazine, Your Iowa 

State, etc.

Fields of Study/Programs

Do not capitalize majors, programs or 

concentrations of study, except for proper nouns. 

 n The college offers courses in everything from  

  biology to Asian studies. 

 n He takes part in the astronomy program. 

Foundation Governor

When referring to an Iowa State Foundation 

governor, always lowercase.

 n Bob Jones is a governor.

The term governors is primarily descriptive and 

therefore does not require use of possessive 

apostrophes.

 n The annual Iowa State Foundation governors  

  meetings were held on Monday.

Graduation Years

When indicating graduation years, write out the 

class years as follows in narrative writing, 

publications, reports, letters, etc.:

 n John Smith, class of 1971, and Jane Jones   

  Smith, class of 1975. 

When indicating graduation year in a list of 

alumni, in a header or an invitation the following 

format is used in all cases.

 n Jane Smith ’02

 n John ’97, ’03 and Jane Smith ’02 – both are alums

 n John ’97, ’03 and Jane Smith – John is the alum

 n John and Jane Jones Smith ’02 – Jane is the alum

If a degree is honorary, use the following format in 

a list or in a header. If used in a narrative, write 

out the class year and indicate it was honorary, for 

example, John Smith, who received an honorary 

degree in 1971, is speaking on campus.

 n Jane Jones Smith ’78, ’90 hon.

Internet Addresses/URLs (does not follow AP 

style guidelines)

The AP Stylebook says to include the full Internet 

address, for example, http://www.iastate.edu, 

although it is typically not necessary to get to the 

desired site. The foundation drops http: and back 

slashes. Do not underline the address and do not 

let the address turn into a blue hyperlink.

 n www.foundation.iastate.edu

 n www.engineering.iastate.edu

In body copy, try to use the name of the website 

rather than the Web address. For example, refer to 

Facebook, not Facebook.com.
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For Web or email content, addresses that are live 

links should be shortened or changed to an 

appropriate on-screen name. Do not underline the 

live link in text, indicate the live link by bolding 

the text and using a color from the foundation’s 

color palette which is consistent with that of the 

university. See the identity manual for color options.

 n Reservations may be made online.

 n Iowa State’s solar car participated in a 

  cross-country race. 

If an address does not fit on one line, it should be 

split directly after a slash or dot. There is no 

hyphen or other punctuation.

Iowa State University Foundation

On first reference, use the full name. On future 

references, you may use Iowa State Foundation.  

Lowercase foundation when standing alone.  

Iowa State University

Use Iowa State University on first reference and 

follow with Iowa State. The acronym ISU may be 

used sparingly, when appropriate. ISU is not used 

in fundraising materials, and it should never be 

used when there is potential confusion with  

other universities. Lowercase university when 

standing alone. 

Land-grant

Hyphenate land grant only when used as an 

adjective. 

 n Iowa State University is a land-grant university.

Name Positions/Titles

For named positions, capitalize all nouns in the 

title, whether the title appears before or after the 

person’s name. Formal titles should be used at all 

times and correct titles can be found in ONE in 

the stewardship module.

 n Judy M. Vance holder of the Joseph C. and   

  Elizabeth A. Anderlik Professorship in the   

  College of Engineering

 n Joseph C. and Elizabeth A. Anderlik   

  Professorship in the College of Engineering  

  holder Judy M. Vance

Said

Use the past tense said for quotes. The present 

tense says is appropriate in some contexts, such as 

attributing material from references, or in some 

feature story attributions. If says needs to be used, 

use this form throughout the entire document, 

letter, etc.

Universitywide

When using the word wide at the end of  another 

word, there is no hyphen. Some other examples: 

statewide, campuswide and nationwide. With 

longer words such as organizationwide, you might 

want to rephrase to avoid the unusual compound.

For additional help and a punctuation guide, refer 

to the most current Associated Press Stylebook.  If 

you are located in the foundation building or are 

accessing your computer through the foundation 

VPN, you can go to www.apstylebook.com/isuf. 

This will not work on campus unless you first 

connect to the foundation VPN.
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